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1st Place
$250



Michelle 
Ekaterina 

Harrington

Subconscious 
beliefs 



Artist Statement

Michelle Ekaterina Harrington
Liberty High School
Monica James
Subconscious Beliefs
Mixed media

This artwork reflects my belief in an egocentric universe. Throughout history and across 
different cultures, there has been debate about the alignment of the galaxy. I believe that our 
universe is fundamentally self-centered, as each of our individual worlds revolve around 
ourselves and our experiences. The person in the artwork is blinded by their own 
egocentrism and is faced with a choice: to accept this truth and break free from their own 
ignorance, or to continue acting under false beliefs and ignoring the perspectives of those 
around them…



Artist Statement Cont.

Michelle Ekaterina Harrington
Subconscious Beliefs
Continued…

…This decision is a deeply ingrained one that stems from core beliefs, and it can only be 
made by those who are aware of the choice they have. Those who are unable to recognize 
this choice will remain trapped in their own unawareness





Congratulations!



2nd Place
$100



Lottie-Maude
Caldwell

What’s My 
Spark Of 
Orange



Artist Statement

Lottie-Maude Caldwell
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts 
Kelly Mabel 
What's My Spark of Orange ?
Watercolor on watercolor paper with pen and ink and microns

 I am a senior and I enjoy experimenting with different media to further push myself. I  find 
human expressions and experiences really interesting. This piece reflects these studies of 
expressions that show thoughts and emotions being processed. I used the color orange to 
represent endurance and optimism. The figures go through the process of contemplating 
what to choose or what to do. For this theme split decision shows expressions to 
communicate being conflicted with yourself to make a decision. These are visually seen with 
movement in the background that overlaps figures and contrasts on the face.



Congratulations!



3rd Place
$50



Nathan 
Ashley

Stigma



Artist Statement

Nathan Ashley
Green Valley High school
Mrs. Stender
Stigma
Ceramics Cone 6 Bee Mix clay and underglaze

I am a Senior and this is my 3rd year of taking ceramics. I enjoy drawing and working with 
alternative materials. I wanted to make a piece that combined drawing with ceramics all while 
trying out a technique called sgraffito that allows me to express my drawing ideas in clay. I 
generally work with images of animals, skeletal structures, and organic matter. My ceramics 
reflect this as well with making 3 dimensional versions of animals, flora, and skulls. It was
interesting to make a 3D object but then use a 2-D approach to the decoration of it. For the 
split decision theme I contemplated my own thought process and decision making 
strategies…



Artist Statement Cont.

Nathan Ashley
Stigma
Continued

…I feel that the human skull often represents a personality and that personality can be good 
or evil. I feel in general that people have a feeling of negativity from skulls or towards skulls 
due to them representing death. I think it is good to destigmatize things that are generally
seen as negative. Thus the choice is to the viewer as to how they will react to my piece.



Congratulations!



Acquisition Pieces 
Chosen by 

The Rogers Art Loft



Nathan 
Ashley

Stigma



Artist Statement

Nathan Ashley
Green Valley High school
Mrs. Stender
Stigma
Ceramics Cone 6 Bee Mix clay and underglaze

I am a Senior and this is my 3rd year of taking ceramics. I enjoy drawing and working with 
alternative materials. I wanted to make a piece that combined drawing with ceramics all while 
trying out a technique called sgraffito that allows me to express my drawing ideas in clay. I 
generally work with images of animals, skeletal structures, and organic matter. My ceramics 
reflect this as well with making 3 dimensional versions of animals, flora, and skulls. It was
interesting to make a 3D object but then use a 2-D approach to the decoration of it. For the 
split decision theme I contemplated my own thought process and decision making 
strategies…



Artist Statement Cont.

Nathan Ashley
Stigma
Continued

…I feel that the human skull often represents a personality and that personality can be good 
or evil. I feel in general that people have a feeling of negativity from skulls or towards skulls 
due to them representing death. I think it is good to destigmatize things that are generally
seen as negative. Thus the choice is to the viewer as to how they will react to my piece.



Erick 
Gutierrez 

Pena

Junior 
and Erick



Artist Statement

Erick Gutierrez Pena 
Marion E. Cahlan Elementary School 
Ms. Emily Relf 
Junior and Erick 
Mixed media 

From Erick: These guys’ names are Junior and Erick. I like the design of the paper. I like art. 
I like how I made the hair. I also like football. 

From Ms. Relf: This is the first time Kindergarten artists are working with complete voice and 
choice in their work this year. They’ve built a good body of skills and now can make 
independent decisions in their work. Erick’s work always shows strong artistic decisions and 
intent.





Lily 
(Louis) 

Metz

Consumer’s 
Delight



Artist Statement

Louis Metz
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Dawn Anderson
Consumer’s Delight
Photography

I am an artist born and raised in Las Vegas, Nevada and I am a junior at LVA. 
This piece depicts a man being immersed and drowned in the abundance of 
receipts, tags, and various papers. It is about how we as Americans have to make 
split decisions between spending money on material objects or our necessities. 
Many of us feel obligated to buy things to make ourselves feel more worthy or to 
help us build an idea of what we are to ourselves and the people around us. Poverty 
is prominent all throughout the world and as capitalism progresses the gap 
between the lower and upper class begins to shrink leaving many of us hopeless on 
how to provide for ourselves and our families. 



Louis Metz
Consumer’s Delight
Continued…

…We work from the time we are 16 to the day we die and make these decisions 
every single day. We try to manage where we can cut corners and how to live 
within our limits comfortably. 

Artist Statement Cont.





Zoe
Imas

When You’re A 
Mom You'll 

Understand



Artist Statement

Zoe Imas
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Kelly Mabel
When You’re a Mom You’ll Understand

The message behind my work is that being a mom is not some magical cure. My family 
specifically likes to say that being a mom is something that every woman should want and 
that just because I don't have motherly instincts right now, in time I will. This painting is meant 
to show that women have habits and hobbies and interests that directly contrast with being a 
mom and that it is ok. I wanted people to understand that a woman's body is not just a vessel 
to hold and produce children, she has her own life and can make her own choices. I wanted to 
show that habits don't die overnight just because you become a mom. 



Show



Tristan 
Addington

Caught 
Between Two



Artist Statement

Tristan Addington
Liberty High School
Eric Ganacis
Caught Between Two
Ceramic Sculpture

After receiving the sudden news of my parents’ divorce, I became caught in the 
middle. I had to decide who to believe and who I belong with. The statue 
represents my dad’s love for modern art. The incense burner aspect represents 
my mom’s culture and spirituality. The sculpture itself can represent my 
lamentation of being caught between the two, forced to make split decisions. 



Cirene 
Alvirde

Trap



Artist Statement

Cirene Alvirde
Liberty High School
Ms. Pavesich
Trap
Photography

Hello. My name is Cirene Alvirde and I am in 11th grade, going to Liberty High School. I 
have always enjoyed taking photos of sceneries and as time went on I started dreaming of 
becoming a photographer.  The theme I decided on for my work is someone (the dog) 
trapped and wanting to get out but can’t or wouldn’t. I created this because I wanted to 
show the audience that just because you want to do something doesn’t mean you can’t. 
Gather your courage and do it. I hope you liked my work and the meaning behind it. Thank 
you. 



Ximena 
Arias

Cake 
Decision



Artist Statement

Ximena Arias
Monaco Middle School
Olivia Coker
Cake Decision
Mixed Media (acrylic paint, chalk pastels and sharpie)

Something about myself is that I have been doing art since elementary school. The reason 
why I created this art piece is because I wanted a cake that had colorful layers. But the color 
of each layer represents a different mood. The moods are happy, confused, sad, angry, and 
jealous. And the colors are red, orange, yellow, green, and blue. The materials I used to make 
this art piece were canvas, paint, pencil, sharpie, chalk pastels. I used these materials 
because I love the colors they have.





Alexandra 
Ashdown

Corporal 
Death



Artist Statement

Alexandra Ashdown
Liberty High School
Monica James
Corporeal Death
Digital painting

I’m an eleventh grade student born in Las Vegas. I attend Las Vegas Trapeze school on the 
weekends to take circus classes. I also enjoy old music, thrifting, and costume making. When I 
make split-decisions it feels like a weight is on my chest from being under pressure. I believe 
that being in the bottom of a pool has this same lung-crushing feeling, almost as if you were 
dying, due to the compression. I decided to take it to a literal sense and paint my subject 
underwater to represent that same feeling. The candles and photographs are memorial 
offerings to further illustrate that sense of dying. However, I included dark lighting with a bit 
of a luminous glow to the water since light often symbolizes a clear path, and there is almost 
always a solution to a problem.



Audrey 
Baker

Choices



Artist Statement

Audrey Baker 
West Career & Technical Academy 
Mr. Paul 
Choices 
Photography 

My name is Audrey Baker and I am in both photography and drawing at West Career and 
Technical Academy. In my life, I have realized the many choices people make about who they 
surround themselves with. There are choices about who will be your friend and even who may 
become more than a friend. Sometimes you have to make a choice between two people, often 
like the red pill/ blue pill scenario. To show this choice, I used a split red and blue 
background and chose for one boy to dress in darker clothes while the other wore lighter 
ones. This helps to emphasize the difference between the two because there is usually the 
choice of the “bad” boy vs the “good” boy. Still, there is a bit of darkness in the light and light 
in the darkness. Oftentimes the line may be blurred, but eventually a choice will be made on 
what kind of relationship is wanted and what the person is really looking for.





Joshua 
Baron

Imminent 
Halving



Artist Statement

Joshua Baron
Liberty
Monica James
Imminent Halving 
Digital 

I’m Joshua Baron and I’ve been making pictures since second grade. Drawing has always 
been a passion of mine since then. I created this work for this theme because I thought it 
would be an interesting new experience. I have never entered a contest like this before. 
Although the prompt was a bit challenging, I had fun with it and I made something I’m proud 
of. 



Kendall 
Blair

Vacillation





Artist Statement

Kendall Blair
Arbor View High School
Dana Ziegler
“Vacillation”
Digital Photography

I enjoy creating photography pieces that utilize portrait photography and digital 
manipulation to visualize moments in the human experience. I combine these two skills to 
create works that visualize human emotions and allow the viewers to relate to the pieces in 
their own individual ways and to process the meaning through their own eyes. Split decision 
is a topic that can be applied to many moments in a person's life, and I decided to use it to 
visualize strife in a moment of indecision, in the inability to choose…



Artist Statement Cont.

Kendall Blair
Vacillation
Continued…

…My photo shows someone being pulled by two different forces, while they themself seem 
frozen and overwhelmed, unable to decide. They are unable to pick one side over the other, 
plagued by the split decision and unable to make a move. Using vague representations in my 
piece, I left it up to the viewer to process the work as how it relates to them, to allow them to 
relate it to their own lives and create a connection to the work through that relation. I 
created this piece by taking a digital photo, before transferring it to Procreate and adding 
graphic elements on the photo to enhance the meaning.



Eugene 
Boone

Optimism 
Overtaken 



Artist Statement

Eugene Boone
Shadow Ridge High School
Mr. Counts
Optimism Overtaken
Photography

Well I’m Eugene as you already know from reading above. I'm 18 years old and a senior in high 
school. I’m autistic, so I’m trying to put myself out there more and this is the first time that I’m 
doing a competition for this type of thing. The art that I made was originally for a paint 
competition that’s about recreating a painting by taking a photo shot and editing it. We used 
plexiglass with red and white painting on it and me behind the glass to take the shot…



Artist Statement Cont.

Eugene Boone
Optimism Overtaken
Continued…

…The reason why I went for the theme that I was going for was because despite me having a 
cherry, optimistic personality I get into a bad mood every now and then because sometimes I 
feel that I´m not doing good enough in socializing with people. I wanted to show that even 
though most of us are bright in color of our mind and soul, they can be overtaken by doubt 
and sadness.





Claire 
Bragonje

The Walk 
Back



Artist Statement

Claire Bragonje
Liberty High School
Christine Pavesich
The Walk Back
Photography

My name is Claire Bragonje. I’m a sophomore at Liberty High School and this is my first year 
in photography. My photo “The Walk Back” captures my friends and family walking into my 
favorite places to be, the ocean and the mountains. I decided to base my project on making a 
split decision between the ocean and the mountains. In the mountains, I enjoy skiing and 
snowboarding, while at the beach I enjoy swimming and learning to surf. I titled this piece 
“The Walk Back” because it captures the walk back to my desired places of peace and 
comfort. I used different color temperatures and blurring techniques I learned this year to 
differentiate the locations of the ocean and mountains.





Hailey 
Chagnon

Choose 
Positivity



Artist Statement

Hailey Chagnon
Gunderson Middle School
Christopher Schlagheck
Choose Positivity
Graphite

My name is Hailey. I am 13 years old. I created this artwork because there is always the 
opportunity to choose positive thoughts. During split decisions it's hard not to choose a 
negative mindset. My art sends a positive message through the action of splitting a negative 
mindset and presenting a new way to think. My art and thoughts are to focus on positivity 
and help shift myself and others mindset for betterment and growth.





Ashley 
Coleman

Persuasion



Artist Statement

Ashley Coleman
Arbor View High School
Dana Ziegler
Persuasion
Digital Photography

I'm a Junior in my third year of photography and I want to take this class further and make it 
into a career. Creating creative studio photographs is something I started to enjoy more 
within this year and is still learning what makes photos stand out more and how to make 
them have more stopping power. To represent a split decision I decided to have my model in 
the middle looking sort of down/sad as if something had happened.I also had 2 people reach 
in the photo to the model as if they’re trying to get the model to choose between them or 
choose between a certain situation that had happened. Whatever the situation was is up for 
interpretation and the viewer can make that up in their imagination.



Mahanna 
Conner

Rooster 
Roasters



Artist Statement

Mahanna Conner
Liberty High School
Jaime Giger
Rooster Roasters
Paper Sculpture

I am from Hawaii and there are lots of roosters. So I thought that was a great idea to run with. 
The word rooster kind of rhymes with roaster so that made a perfect name for my coffee bag 
logo. For my branding, I used various designs and colors to market to my audience. 



Hannah 
Contardi

The 
Logistician



Artist Statement

Hannah Contardi
West Career and Technical Academy
Paul Whiteman
The Logistician
Mixed (Illustrator, Photoshop, watercolor, pens, Post-It Notes)

All my life, I’ve struggled with a sense of identity. Personality psychology is my passion, but I’ve 
never been able to find which of the 16 personality types fits me the best. In other words, I’ve 
been split. I wanted to convey that sense of a fractured identity through one of my pieces, so I 
split myself into each of the 4 different personality traits I thought best represented me at the 
time: introversion, sensing, thinking, and judging; the ISTJ (also known as the Logistician). 
Then, I made it a point to create each panel using a different medium so my piece would be 
split both physically and conceptually. Maybe one day I’ll be able to put it together.





Audrey 
Cortes

Decisions



Artist Statement

Audrey Cortes 
Arbor View High School
Ms. Ziegler 
Decisions 
Photography

Life is full of choices, whether it's deciding on what to eat or what to wear. Each decision that 
we take can impact our lives. Some more than others. It only takes a second to make a 
decision, and in that second it can allow us to continue living or take that right away. Each 
breath that we take, each injury we inflict on ourselves can cause our lives to go in a 
completely different direction. In the end, each decision we make depends on us, as a person. 
I have seen many people close to me make decisions that impacted not only themselves but 
me as well. Being able to express this helps me move forward. To a better and brighter future, 
even if it's without them. 





Edu 
Cruz

Split



Artist Statement

Edu Cruz
Monaco Middle School
Olivia Coker
Split
Paper and Chalk Pastels

My name is Edu. I'm in 6th grade. I did art in elementary school and I have done art shows 
multiple times. I created the artwork because I was interested in the theme and I felt that I 
could do something very creative with the themes. I felt like I have tried my hardest on this 
project. I used pencils and chalk pastels in my art piece. I felt like I had a lot of trouble with 
the outline and on what to draw. I had the most success on the chalk pastels and making the 
chalk pastel feel smooth.



Kiersten 
Darrington

The King’s 
Decision 



Artist Statement

Kiersten Darrington
Shadow Ridge High School
Mr. McConnell 
The King’s Decision 
Photography 

Hello! I’m Kiersten Darrington, and I’m a sophomore at Shadow Ridge. I am in photo 2, and I 
love all things photo-related. I started my photography journey around seventh grade, just 
taking simple images with my phone. Once I started in my first photo class last year, I fell in 
love. This piece showcases fallen king pieces in a chess match. While this is an inaccurate 
representation of an actual chess game, it shows the idea that an impossible split decision 
was made. I believe that it represents fighting until the end, and trying to decide, but 
realizing that is impossible. 





Lynsie 
Davis

Black Or 
White?



Artist Statement

Lynsie Davis 
Centennial High School 
Elizabeth Ward 
Black or White? 
Acrylic paint, watercolor, eyeliner 

My name is Lynsie Davis and I am a 17 year old Black girl. My mother is Jamaican and my 
father is African American. Growing up I was told to love my natural hair and I did, but when I 
straightened my hair I just felt so much prettier. This is shown through the woman's pained 
smile and tears with her straight hair. When I was younger I played outside without the fear of 
getting tanner but as I got older I found myself avoiding sunlight so I can become lighter and 
therefore "prettier" in the eyes of society…



Artist Statement Cont.

Lynsie Davis 
Black or White? 
Continued…

…This is shown through the lightening of the woman's skin. Only half her face is lighter 
because underneath the straight hair and lighter skin she is still Black. The process of 
sketching everything out and painting everything was stressful especially because at one 
point my thin outlining marker ran out of ink and I only had eyeliner on hand at the time. The 
stress was worth it because the finished product is everything I hoped for! 





Emma 
Deiter

Unbreakable 
Block



Artist Statement

Emma A. Deiter 
Liberty High-School 
Christine Pavesich
Unbreakable Block 
Photography 

My name is Emma and I am from Las Vegas, Nevada. My piece today is called the 
Unbreakable Block. I made this piece to show the impact Covid had on today’s 
environment. Once Covid-19 hit, environmental structures changed such as concerts, 
restaurant capacity, schools, etc. To furthermore describe my artwork, the red box 
describes the anger changed throughout the stage. The artist is stuck in the box, creating 
Covid’s distancing. Anger comes in place when taking into realization that concerts are 
not the same anymore. Overall, I created this artwork to show that our society has been 
stuck in this environmental hole. This piece is important to society and what we’ve 
overcome these past years. 



Alec 
Dimitrov-

Zurita

Make The 
Right Choice



Artist Statement

Alec Dimitrov-Zurita
Arbor View High School
Dana Ziegler 
“Make the Right Choice” 
Photography 

My name is Alec Dimitrov and I am a junior at Arbor View High School. When I heard the 
concept of split decision for the theme I thought of the idea of making good and bad choices 
in life. I wanted to show that by having two sets of pills being split by a key. One side (left) is 
dark and has a scary feel to it and the other side (right) is brighter and happy with colors. 
The dark side is to represent the bad decisions in life and the brighter side is the good 
decisions in life. Lastly the key represents fate as in it's your decision to make a good decision 
or a bad one…



Artist Statement Cont.

Alec Dimitrov-Zurita
Make the Right Choice
Continued…

…The key can lead you to a bad life and not very pleasant things or it can lead you to a bad 
life with success. Depending on what pill you choose, it can be a good or bad outcome. For 
me, it was easier to represent the concept of choosing good and bad with pills. The key made 
it easier to emphasize with choosing the path one may want to take. If it may be a small 
dilemma or life in general, we as humans always make decisions and it's up to us to decide if 
the outcome will be good or bad. 





Alexander 
Driskill

Lines



Artist Statement

Alexander Driskill
Liberty High School
Christine Pavesich
Lines 
Photography 

I am 16 years old, I have 3 siblings, and my mom is a single mother raising us. I have 
always wanted to just make my family proud of me by trying to pursue any opportunity I can 
get in Photography, Band, and Sports. I am a good student who keeps up with my work and 
goes for challenging classes to get an advanced honors diploma for high school so I can get 
into a good college. I created this work for Split Decisions to show something as basic as 
lines can tell a story…



Artist Statement Cont.

Alexander Driskill
Lines 
Continued… 

…This story is about life's ups and downs the white line represents the path that we are told to 
stay on our whole life, go to college, get good grades and etc but stepping out of line is not 
that bad because people make mistakes and you can make a new line or get back on track to 
be successful as long as your heading in the right direction it is ok to take your own path. 
The white turf represents the high points in life while the green is the hardships in life there 
are more bad than good in life so just because you are in a bad situation does not mean you 
will stay there…



Artist Statement Cont.

Alexander Driskill
Lines 
Continued… 

…The fence is an obstacle sitting there behind it is not going to help you improve you have to 
find a way over or around the fence in order to get past your problems. The stairs are steps 
in your life to succeeding life is not just a stroll in the park though it may be easier for most 
people some may struggle so don't be afraid to ask for help like the hand rail to keep you 
going.



Alexander 
Driskill

Silhouettes



Artist Statement

Alexander Driskill
Liberty High School
Christine Pavesich
Silhouettes 
Photography 

I am 16 years old, I have 3 siblings, my mom is a single mother raising us. I have always 
wanted to just make my family proud of me by trying to pursue any opportunity I can get 
Photography, Band, Sports. I am a good student that keeps up with my work and goes for 
hard classes to try to get an advanced honors diploma for high school so I can get into a 
good college.  I created this work for split decisions because I wanted to represent the 
opportunities and good things that can represent itself in life but the thing is a lot of people 
wait for the light to come to them and they expect their life to change automatically…



Artist Statement Cont.

Alexander Driskill
Silhouettes 
Continued…

…The problem I have with that is the light will show itself to you but you have to be willing to 
chase it and put all the work and effort into it in order for it to pay off. I also created this 
piece to show the darkness that sounds us in everyday life. Friends, Family, and society can 
sometimes try to hold you back in life or you may chase the light but end up giving up the 
darkness that is breaking you down piece by piece. You have to be willing to break free from 
what others think about you because once you realize that you love something and you not 
going to let anyone or thing hold you back from the light that is when you succeed in life.



Aaliyah 
Duncan

Photogenic



Artist Statement

Aaliyah Duncan
Liberty High School
Christine Pavesich
Photogenic
Photography

Hello! My name is Aaliyah, and I love taking photos of my baby sister. She is about 4 now 
and loves painting, drawing, and sculpting things, ect. The photo I made called “Photogenic” 
Is showing you and I how photogenic she could be. One of the pictures is when she was just 
waking up and another photo beside it was when she got ready to take a photo. Me and her 
have an inseparable bond, I have raised her like my own kid. She inspired me to create this 
photo because she use to always say to me “Even when u dont feel pretty, it doesn't mean you 
are not pretty.” She has a big heart and will do anything to cheer me up, and of course I 
would do the same. 



Hannah 
Ethier

Beehive of 
Childhood 

Dreams



Artist Statement

Hannah Ethier
Liberty High School
Ms. Pavesich
Beehive of Childhood Dreams
Photography 

My name is Hannah Ethier and I am a junior at Liberty High School. I created this piece for 
the theme, split decisions, because I was inspired by how many people still think about their 
childhood dreams after they have abandoned them. Many people long for their childhood 
dreams because they bring them peace and happiness. The dark background represents 
reality and the abandonment of their dreams and the struggles that go along with that. In 
contrast, the bubbles represent childhood dreams filled with hope and prosperity. They also 
represent the decision between following your true dreams or taking a different, more 
realistic path. 





Taya 
Etzell

Two 
Faced



Artist Statement

Taya Etzell
Shadow Ridge High School
James Counts
Two-Faced
Photograph

The prompt “Split Decision” inspired me to create a self portrait of two opposing 
personas. I recently got a bruise on my eye, and initially it made me think that I couldn’t 
create any self portraits until it cleared up. The next day I was playing Wii Lego Batman, 
fighting against the villain Two-Face, and that got me thinking. I realized I could use my small 
injury as art. A glamorous side, and a beat-up side. Which side are you choosing?



Kaylee 
Garcia

The Two 
Way Path



Artist Statement

Kaylee Garcia
West Career And Technical Academy
Paul Whiteman
The Two Way Path
Digital Painting and Photography

I am a Senior in high school and this piece was very personal to my current life situation. As I 
will be graduating in less than 5 months, I have been dawned with the pressure to decide my 
future at 17 years old. It is a task all seniors go through as high school comes to an end, but 
the stress that comes with the choices you make all come down to 2 options. 1 decision can 
lead you to student debt and the other can be rebellious to society's standards and not go 
to college and instead take a different path in life. However, it seems many would argue the 
freeing path is the one that involves college…



Artist Statement Cont.

Kaylee Garcia
The Two Way Path
Continued…

…That is why this piece is up to open interpretation of which side is actually the freeing side, 
and which is the one that ties you down. Both sides are up to the viewer and how they feel 
about the path they will take after high school and if it will free them or tie them down.



Deborah 
Gedeon

Here



Artist Statement

Deborah Gedeon 
Las Vegas Academy
Ms Anderson 
Here
Film transfer Photography

Hello, my name is Deborah Gedeon and I am a photography major at Las Vegas academy.  I 
saw this title and got inspired to do a triple exposure to show two different layers of a photo. I 
wanted to show the land area and contrast between people and buildings and have the 
stratosphere intersection showing a cross in the same place with no one and one person. 
Having it in black and white to show the contrast between the photo and the two places 
brings this piece whole, the people being darker than the background. Split Decisions shows 
a person alone deciding to be this way and people running in a crowd.two different people in 
two different lights. 





Molly 
Gilbert

The Answer Is 
Deep Within



Artist Statement

Molly Gilbert
Las Vegas Academy
Sierra Slentz
The Answer is Deep Within
Polymer Clay, Acrylic Paint

I am Molly, a student at LVA majoring in photography while taking two 3D art classes 
because sculpture is my true passion. I created this sculpture because decisions are almost 
always split, making the right one determines everything else that happens to you. This 
sculpture encapsulates the act of reaching within yourself to make a decision. The strands of 
the brains being held in each hand represent the two different decisions this person could 
make. The strands coming from the different sides of the brain represent the different 
natures in the decisions…



Artist Statement Cont.

Molly Gilbert
The Answer is Deep Within
Continued…

…This person is essentially dissecting their own brain to find the best options for this 
split decision. I made this sculpture by first building an armature out of tin foil and wire. I then 
covered the base with polymer clay and built up the form of the features in the face, neck and 
hands. Next, I made around 20-25 folded coils to make the texture for the brains. I made the 
two specific brain strands by placing squished and twisted coils over wires. Lastly, I painted 
the skin with different tones of pale yellows and deep blues to contrast with the pinks and 
reds in the brains. 





Brittany 
Gomez

What are 
Promises Without 

Actions



Artist Statement

Brittany Gomez
Liberty
Pavesich
What are Promises Without Actions.
Photography 

Hi, My name is Brittany Gomez. My photo shows a lot about who I am and the background of my 
life. I am very easy going and love a photo of a sunset. In my free time I like to read, and the 
book that I took a photo of had a lot of purpose… Quoting from the book that I was reading at 
the time HER by: Pierre Alex Jeanty it states “What are promises without actions”.
 I feel like I can relate to this quote because I have trusted people with personal secrets, and 
they have kept it as a promise then broke it, and they didn't own up to their actions. 
The sunset in this photo is supposed to represent the gloominess in myself after those 
promises were broken…



Artist Statement Cont.

Brittany Gomez
What are Promises Without Actions.
Continued…

…The book and quote represent who I am as a person and that all the decisions we make can 
have consequences. I hope this photo reaches you guys the same way it reached me. 



Amelia 
Harman

Give Or 
Take



Artist Statement

Amelia Harman
Arbor View High School
Dana Ziegler
“Give or take”
Photography

My name is Amelia, I am 17 years old, and this is my fourth year taking photography. I was 
inspired to create this image because of the recent events with Roe v. Wade. Other women 
and I have been struggling with our reproductive rights and I wanted to convey that through 
this piece. Nowadays if someone has a pregnancy scare they have to fear whether they can 
get an abortion or not which leads to many unsafe procedures. Many also have to consider 
the option of raising a baby in less than ideal conditions and low income households…



Artist Statement Cont.

Amelia Harman
Give or take
Continued…

…I showed this by the baby clothes and hanger and the floor, the options a woman may have 
to consider if their pregnancy test turns positive. I took this image with a hot light and a 
diffuser to spread the light. While editing I took many articles, one side containing pro life 
views and the other containing pro-choice views. I used layer masks to erase the extra parts 
as well as contrast and a low saturation. I hope in the future that no one will have to worry 
about their reproductive rights.





Sebastian 
Heger

Decisional 
Ruling



Artist Statement

Sebastian Heger
Arbor View High School
Dana Ziegler
Decisional Ruling
Photography

I am a senior student in high school looking to branch out and try new things, and in creating 
the 2-D Photography piece, my image's purpose is as follows. Decision-making is the process 
of choosing between different options or courses of action. It is a crucial skill we use daily, 
whether or not we are aware of it. Decisions can be made through personal experiences, such 
as what we’ve said, heard, thought, and seen. It is essential to approach decision-making 
thoughtfully and carefully, as our choices can have significantly different outcomes for 
ourselves and others; this is what I had hoped to convey in this artwork. 



David 
Hinson

Live Life to 
the Fullest



Artist Statement

David Hinson
Liberty High School 
Christine Pavesich
Live Life to the Fullest
Media: Photography 

My name is David Hinson and I'm a junior in Liberty High school. The reason why I 
created this work for this theme is because firstly I love taking pictures of nature or even the 
atmosphere that is going on around me. And also liked the way the view of this photo was 
taken. I was in my aunt's neighborhood after going to the store and was walking out when I 
saw the sun going down. I was trying to find a good view on my phone and edit the photo 
showing more of the sunset and less around it. Making it look like what it is now. 



Shen 
(Phoenix) 

Ho

Why Not Stop 
and Stare



Artist Statement

Shen (Phoenix) Ho
West Career and Technical Academy
Paul Whiteman
“Why Not Stop and Stare?”
Photography

My name is Shen Ho and I’d like to call myself an artist. With the changing of times, however, 
that title has become more loaded and charged. Artists are stereotypically known to be 
outcasts of families, the wild card, the sibling that will never have a stable career, but how far 
does that belief go? Surely not all artists earn their fame once they’ve passed, taking the 
meanings of these paintings, photographs, novels, and symphonies to the grave; after all, 
that's how Vincent Van Gogh went, along with Edgar Allen Poe, Claude Monet, and Oscar 
Wilde…



Artist Statement Cont.

Shen (Phoenix) Ho
“Why Not Stop and Stare?”
Continued…

…“Why Not Stop and Stare?” Was made to provide commentary on this problem, on how willing 
we are to stop and think about these sorts of pieces, creating a “split decision” between 
turning a blind eye to the historical values of art and acknowledging these stereotypes.





Sari 
Jackson

Resilience



Artist Statement

Sari Jackson
Liberty High School
Jaime Giger
Robot Loyalty
Drawing ( graphite and ebony pencil on white sulphite paper)

My name is Sari and I am a 16 year old artist. I mainly work digital art however this art piece is 
traditionally done in pencil. In this artwork it is a doberman as a robot. I chose to do a 
doberman robot because I like them and they are quite loyal like me.





Kali 
Jones

Always 
Reflecting



Artist Statement

Kali Jones
Arbor View High School
Dana Ziegler 
Always Reflecting 
Photography 

This split decision photograph shows what it is like to feel like you never truly know who you 
are. She is split between the two sides of her, and is just a colorful reflection of what people 
want her to be. It tells a story of someone split down the middle who cannot decide between 
being who everyone wants her to be and being herself. This feeling is chaotic and 
overwhelming, similarly to all the vibrant colors and shapes in my photograph… 





Artist Statement Cont.

Kali Jones 
Always Reflecting 
Continued…

…I created this in photoshop, and adding the inverse of the photo on the bottom added to 
the feeling of having multiple sides, and being confused as to which is the real you and which 
is the reflection of others. I chose to photograph this concept since it is something that really 
speaks to me, and I know I can relate to it along with many other people my age. 



Vivian 
Keomany

Good And 
Evil



Artist Statement

Vivian Keomany 
West Career & Technical Academy 
Mrs. Aslin 
Good or Evil 
Photography, Photoshop 

I am a junior in high school, focusing on building my artistic career in the field of 
photography and graphic design. I’ve been working on personal projects honing my skills in 
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. I do not believe the idea that you're born either good or 
bad, but the split decision faced upon the person in a given situation. My contribution to this 
year's theme was the split decision between good or evil. I wanted to bring a fantasy concept 
with sci-fi technology of holograms, especially with the colors associated with Star Wars.





Vadim
Kim

Weird 
Welcome



Artist Statement

Vadim Kim
Shadow Ridge High School
James Counts
Weird Welcome
Digital Photo

I am Korean and I speak Russian. I came to the USA when I was 15. I didn't know English and 
everything around me seemed strange. New country, new language, new people.
The book in the photo personifies the problems that I encountered because of the language. 
Translations of words, strange words that I had never heard before and much more evoked 
the feeling of "Weird Welcome"...



Artist Statement Cont.

Vadim Kim
Weird Welcome
Continued…

…The hand passing through the books personifies the desire and movement in the study.
I am still learning English. When you are learning any language, on average you spend 5-7 
years just to start speaking, writing, reading and understanding. Throughout this time, you 
go through a lot of difficulties that seem to be "Great Pillars of books" that personify the 
amount of material a person goes through, and at the same time the number of problems in 
life.



Amirah 
Levon

Unhand 
Me.



Artist Statement

Amirah Levon
Arbor View High School 
Mrs. Ziegler 
Unhand me.
Photography 

I fell in love with photography through cinematography from watching many movies and 
focusing on capturing life and the things we go through in life through a lens. I have always 
loved visual arts and being creative, whether it be drawing, painting, taking pictures, writing 
poetry. In my work I showed the split decision of letting go of someone. The cut string right 
down the middle between the two hands signifies two people deciding to unhand each other, 
as they were once connected. It’s a decision on both ends and that shows with the auras on 
each side of the hands that I edited on Photoshop. I wanted to portray what deciding to let 
go, to split ways with a loved one embodies. 





Anahi 
Leyva

Natures 
Love



Artist Statement

Anahi Leyva
Liberty high school
Pavesich 
Natures Love 
Photography 
 
     HI! My name is Anahi and just this year I have developed interest in photography 
after I was gifted a DSLR on my 14th birthday. After learning that  I actually like 
photography I also found a love for Color Guard and it's the one thing I can do while 
feeling myself. Whenever I have a flag in my hand I feel like everything is just fine and  
all the problems go away as I toss and learn new choreography. The only thing I love 
more than Color Guard and photography is my mom. She is the best mom I could 
ever ask for, she works hard, and gives me everything I could ever ask for. She loves 
me and would do anything for me, and I might not always show it, but I appreciate 
everything she does for me. 



Anahi Leyva
Natures Love 
Continued…

…Thus I found out why I made this project of my two favorite things, called adventure. 
Everything In my life is an adventure, including having three new family members 
that I love so much. And don't even get me started on Color Guard. I just got my cast 
off my arm. I have found my adventure, and I wouldn't trade it for the world.

Artist Statement Cont.



Nevaeh 
Leyva-Pizano

To 
Unravel



Artist Statement

Nevaeh Leyna-Pizana
Unknown
K. Mabel
‘To Unravel’
Graphite on Bristol Paper

The inspiration for this artwork is my memory of a courageous moment when I 
“unraveled” myself and showed a gentle and emotional side to people I care 
deeply about. My composition is comprised of a scarf, hands, and a shadow of 
two hands holding. I chose these things because I thought the texture in the scarf 
would be a nice challenge to do. I have illustrated a moment that depicts getting 
rid of the tough exterior to show the gentle interior of someone. With my work, I 
hope to visually communicate how sometimes the outside of someone's 
personality doesn’t mean the inside of them is tough or firm, they could be a very 
sensitive and fragile person on the inside.





Eva
Lisk

Hoarding



Artist Statement

Eva Lisk
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts.
Ms. Mabel
Hoarding
Graphite on Bristol Paper

I loved to collect things and keep them. I was organized but I hoarded. I had no 
clue it was such a problem until I got older. I would run out of space to put my things 
so in an effort I tried to make room which wasted a lot of time and put my grades 
down because I was only focusing on making room for my stuff. When I did get rid of 
something I mourned over it as if I had lost a loved one. The comforting toys and 
objects were mine and no one could take them from me, Is what I said to myself when 
I was keeping trash. So one day I made the split decision to get rid of the trash and 
toys that I did not need. I was so sad and I stayed that way for several months but I´m 
so glad I did it. 



Eva Lisk
Hoarding
Continued…

...This drawing shows a courageous act I did for myself; I let myself free from all the 
objects that I was trapped in physically and mentally. As I was letting go of my stuff I 
couldn't see it at the time but I was freeing myself. That one split decision changed 
my life for the better which is why this drawing works so well with the theme. 

Artist Statement Cont.



Madison 
Little

Up To 
Chance



Artist Statement

Madison Little
Arbor View High School
Dana Ziegler
“Up to chance”
Photography

My photo for split decision depicts a decision totally up for chance. I chose to 
photograph something uncontrollable because sometimes decisions are not 
decided by choice, but by chance. This chance in life sometimes takes us down 
different roads than we thought, therefore further depicting the idea of a split 
decision. A split decision doesn’t always affect us immediately- one decision could 
open or close doors years down the road. I think this photo spreads a message that 
can be relayed back to real life-which is to be smart about your decisions when we 
do have a choice but to also let go of the stresses that come with things we can’t 
control. 



Madison Little
“Up to chance”
Continued…

…Things are constantly thrown at us and sometimes things happen, circumstances 
are a thing, and I think that this picture depicts the importance of chances and 
choices. 

Artist Statement Cont.



Savannah 
Lyford

Splitting 
Personality



Artist Statement

Savannah Lyford
Arbor View HS
Mrs. Ziegler
Splitting Personality
Photography

My name is Savannah Lyford and i'm a junior in Arbor View high school, taking 
photography 3. When I heard the topic of “split decision” I started thinking about 
splitting personalities and splitting yourself to portray yourself as someone else that 
you aren’t. That's what I wanted to represent in my image. There are many people who 
go through traumatic and life-changing experiences. 



Savannah Lyford
Splitting Personality
Continued…

…When situations happen like this, you typically feel pressured to act like everything 
is okay and you suppress your emotions and that turns into a negative outcome. 
The binary code is representing the thoughts of one mind, trying to decode who 
they are and how to process their emotions; there’s just so much that it's 
overflowing outside the mind and onto everywhere else. 

Artist Statement Cont.





Maya 
Madrigal

Trapped



Artist Statement

Maya Madrigal
West Career and technical Academy 
Mr. Whiteman
Trapped
Photography

I am a very creative person. I love to experiment with filters, angels, and complexly 
layered pieces. One of my favorite things to do is to ask the hard questions, and 
display them in my works of art. I love to look deeper than just at the central piece of 
the art work, I look at the mood and setting it has been placed in and how that can 
affect the artpiece as a whole. I was inspired by this prompt to use a multiplicity 
concept with the help of mirrors. Feeling like you are split into two people, two 
different aspects of yourself. One, displayed on the surface for the rest of the world 
to see. The other, trapped behind the glass, unable to escape, only leaving mere 
cracks on the entity that encloses them, keeping them away from reality.





Jacob 
Marquez

Red Rock



Artist Statement

Jacob Marquez
Liberty High School
Chrissy Pavesich
Red Rock
Photography

My name is Jacob Marquez, I am a Junior at Liberty High School. I created this work 
because of how beautiful I thought the landscape and lighting was. The way the 
lights hit the rocks makes them look orangish red with the night sky. The image I 
created fits in with this theme because of how at the top of the image, the rock splits 
the image in half, showing half being the orangish red rock and the other half the 
landscape. 





Trinity 
Mayol

Vices and 
Virtues



Artist Statement

Trinity Mayol
Foothill High School
Sarah Eames
Vices and Virtues
Alcohol Marker and Pens

This piece shows my more stylized drawing style. I like making my art like comic books, 
coloring books, and just things that are really cartoon-like. I incorporated what I felt would 
create contrast in a way that was comfortable for me and still like my regular style. The 
character is the main focal point and the background is simple, but the two sides are 
different from each other. This contrast represents the “devil and angel on your shoulders” 
idea, while each side shows the good and bad of the character’s mindset. It represents the 
split decision of which path do you want to take until the end, the good one or the bad one. 



Adam/Katelyn 
McClung

Arteriovenous 
malformations



Artist Statement

Adam/Katelyn McClung
Las Vegas Academy
K. Mabel
Arteriovenous malformations
Yarka Sauce & Charcoal on Bristol Paper

The inspiration for this artwork is the symbiotic relationship of apples and my         
Sustained Investigation topic of how horror and queerness are dictated and 
perceived. My composition is comprised of three boxes or “graves” shown buried in 
the ground, surrounded by tree roots that look thick and have been erased over to 
give the effect of a photo-negative/x-ray. Each box holds a version of myself in every 
box trying to escape at different levels. Above it grows an apple tree made up of 
many thin-lined details, small branches and fruits and leaves, and scattered in the 
branches directly above all the graves are three faces made of the leaves and 
branches of the tree... 





Adam/Katelyn McClung
Arteriovenous malformations
Continued…

…On the ground above the left and right graves are two headstones. 
I have illustrated a moment which depicts the scenes of coming out of a fixed 

mindset, or a pure mindset, as you grow up and grow into yourself. The graves 
represent a small sentiment that has followed me my whole life. The middle one is 
still trapped, showing that it is still alive. two headstones, the left reading “ashes to 
ashes” and the right reading “to ashes and back again”

With my work, I hope to visually communicate the feeling of terror that comes from 
“birth” and coming of age, as well as the horror of my subjects being undead, or 
“buried alive”

Artist Statement Cont.



Chloe 
McGowan

Inside



Artist Statement

Chloe McGowan
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Kelly Mabel
Inside
Graphite

The inspiration for this artwork is my memory about a courageous moment when I’ve 
helped other people overcome an obstacle, about who they are and not what other 
people want them to be. My composition is comprised of my hand holding a detailed 
skull in about the middle of the page, two ovals of light are in the top left and bottom 
right corners, and the flower shadows to the right of the hand.
I have illustrated a moment which depicts how the skull shows that other than what 
you see on the outside we all have the same base on the inside.



Chloe McGowan
Inside
Continued…

…With my work, I hope to visually communicate that we all are the same on the inside 
down to the bone, but it's how you act and what's on the outside that makes someone 
who they are.

Artist Statement Cont.



Adyson Tannehill/ 
Mia Portillo

If He wanted 
to He would



Artist Statement

Mia Portillo & Adyson Tannehill
Liberty High School
Jaime Giger
“If he wanted to, he would.”
3D paper sculpture (white sulphite paper and glue)

This is a collaboration sculpture. Adyson (9th) and Mia (10th) created this 3D paper 
sculpture together for their final Art I project. In their own words “It is really easy to 
make something simple and very pretty. So creating this sculpture was us 
demonstrating how taking your time and putting effort in something can turn out 
really well.”





Jada 
Moore

Fire And 
Ice



Artist Statement

Jada Moore 
Monaco Middle School 
Olivia Coker 
Fire and Ice 
Clay and Glaze 

My name is Jada and I am going to tell you about me and why I did this art. I like to 
paint and draw and sometimes try new things like I did with the art show. I like how I 
did this art piece. The reason I did the art show was because I like art and I want to 
try something new. I wanted to do this for fun and I like doing art a lot. Something 
about my art piece is that it is hot and cold. One side is red and the one side is blue 
for cold and red for hot because fire is red and some icebergs that I saw before are 
kinda blue so I put it that color because of that. I put the hair black because I didn’t 
know what to put the color for that hair.



Megan 
Murray

You are What 
You Eat



Artist Statement

Megan Murray
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Sierra Slentz
You Are What You Eat
Ceramic, acrylic, dirt, mixed media

This artwork references how we as people can hate the media as much as we want, 
but at the end of the day, we are the ones who allow it to thrive. We can preach about 
the toxicity media brings, however, we are the ones who create it. I am constantly 
faced with a decision: do I take another bite? Do I allow it to control me? Stop, and it 
could all be over. Just turn it off. Incorporating the color gold exhibits how the media 
is deceptively glorious and shiny. The glistening berries are representative of the 
collective posts, likes, tweets, news articles, and shows. They become a part of my skin, 
head, and soul as I continue to bite into the delicious berry.





Cyenna 
Nash

A Lambs 
Cry



Cyenna Nash
A Lamb’s Cry
Continued…

I have illustrated a moment which depicts a frightening experience when I felt very 
vulnerable and scared. I was the lamb that is representing the relationship of prey and 
predator. The lamb in the photo is also a self-defense alarm that is pulled, depicting a 
lamb's cry. I was courageous in that moment by trying my best not to give away where I 
lived and hiding until I could safely get home.

With my work, I hope to visually communicate an experience that many young teens face 
during a lifetime, which is feeling in danger in an area where you are supposed to feel safe. 

Artist Statement Cont.



Artist Statement

Cyenna Nash
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Kelly Mabel 
A Lamb’s Cry
Graphite

The inspiration for this artwork is my memory about a courageous moment when I 
was followed home while taking my dog on a walk. 

My composition consists of my hand grasping my self-defense alarm that has a lamb 
cover. There is then a shadow of a dark valued wolf shadow behind it, creating emphasis 
in my artwork. I decided to add a curb sloping up in the top left to create balance 
between the more vertical hand and shadow. 





Kaitlyn 
(Ashton) 
Neutgens

Unmask



Artist Statement

Ashton Neutgens
Shadow Ridge HS
Mr. Counts
Unmask
Photography

My piece, Unmask is about masking yourself away from the world seen by the cloth 
over the models face and slowly coming off to unmask the true beauty of oneself. How 
one can choose to either come out of their shell or stay tucked up away from the 
world. I think confidence comes with courage, you need courage to be able to be 
comfortable to come out of one's comfort zone. I've had a problem with confidence 
issues and I think I've had people in my life to help me through everything to make it 
better and help me realize that I can be comfortable in my own skin. Come out of your 
shell and be comfortable with yourself and the world will see how beautiful one is.





Raizen 
Palayad

Leaf Between 
Two Places



Artist Statement

Raizen Palayad
Shadow Ridge
Mr. McConnell
Leaf Between Two Places
Photography

I am an amateur photographer that is still trying to get used to using photographs. 
I only know of the most basic methods of taking pictures, but not yet on how they 
should be executed. I am still learning, and I am only ever planning to do 
photography as a hobby and not in a way of professionalism. Learning how to do 
photographic elements should make things interesting for me as I take the 
photographs and figure how I should improve them, so this form is a chance to have 
something I could learn from. Then and there, I might make a photo that I will be 
genuinely proud of.



Lizette 
Ramirez

Inner 
Reflection



Artist Statement

Lizette Ramirez
Arbor View High School 
Mrs. Ziegler 
“Inner Reflection”
Photography 

My name is Lizette and I am a Senior that is in AP 2-D Art and Design. The 
photograph that I took to depict the theme “Split Decision” is titled “Inner Reflection”. 
This photo represents the idea that Life is a mirror and what you see in it is the 
reflection of your inner self. Demonstrating how the journey of self-growth must begin 
with self-examination. A quote that inspired me to create this piece is “Self Reflection 
entails asking yourself questions about your values, assessing your strengths and 
failures, thinking about your perceptions and interactions with others, and imagining 
where you want to take your life in the future” - Robert L. Rosen. 



Lizette Ramirez
Inner Reflection
Continued… 

Ultimately, we all have a choice to make for ourselves when it comes to seeing true 
self-improvement and making our vision a reality. However, oftentimes this process 
may leave us in a “Split decision” with ourselves. 

Artist Statement Cont.



Daniel 
Reyes

Help 
Wanted



Artist Statement

Daniel Reyes
Del Sol Academy
Dave Heide
Help Wanted
spray paint and paper on canvas board

I wanted to display men’s mental health issues.  A lot of men want help but don’t want to ask 
in fear of being judged.





Lyric 
Rodriguez

Two 
Thirds



Artist Statement Cont.

Lyric Rodriguez
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Kelly Mabel
Two Thirds 
Graphite on bristol paper

The inspiration for this artwork is my memory of a courageous moment when I had to face my 
fears of letting my loved ones go. My composition consists of my textured hand holding a rosary. 
The rosary has movement since it is meant to be dangling from my hand. In the shadow, the 
rosary has cracks and there are two different hands in the shadow reaching out toward mine. I 
have illustrated a moment that depicts the worst day of my life. In 2021 I woke up one day to my 
grandma speaking to someone on the phone. She had a look on her face that I very rarely see. 
Her face was full of sorrow. I asked her what had happened and she turned and told me that my 
great grandma passed away…



Artist Statement Cont.

Lyric Rodriguez
Two Thirds 
Continued…

…As soon as she said those words, I walked back to my room and sat on my bed. I could not move. 
I was not thinking, I was just staring at the wall in front of me. I tried to cry but I could not. During 
this time, I thought showing any negative emotions was a sign of weakness so I did not show any. 
While I was sitting in silence, my grandparents were in their room looking for tickets for Chicago 
since that is where our family was. I knew we were going to plan her funeral but I was so scared 
that I was going to show the sadness I felt so I tried to become a new person for a couple of days. 
I tried to come off very happy and confident. I was not only doing it for myself but for the people 
around me…



Artist Statement Cont.

Lyric Rodriguez
Two Thirds 
Continued…

…I thought that staying somewhat positive through this event would make everyone else less glum. 
I quickly realized that the new person I tried to become made me feel less weak and more 
confident so it became my actual personality. I treated the days I was in Chicago like a fun 
vacation. As people were planning the funeral, I was laughing, dancing, singing, and doing 
everything I could to get my great-grandma out of my mind. The day of the funeral came faster 
than I could fathom. As I was getting dressed, I kept asking if I looked good and if we would do 
other things after the funeral. I realize now that saying those words on that day was very wrong 
and I do regret it but I do understand why I said them...



Artist Statement Cont.

Lyric Rodriguez
Two Thirds 
Continued…

…On that day, I woke up with bullet wounds I could not see or touch. It hurt to speak and it hurt to 
move but I did the best I could to make sure nobody saw what I was going through. On our way to 
the funeral, I tried to keep changing the subject every time someone brought up my 
great-grandma. I do not remember much about the actual funeral since I've blocked it out of my 
mind. However, I remember one moment from it. We were going to close my great-grandma's casket 
when my great-aunt went up to say her last goodbye and immediately broke into tears. As she 
cried, she yelled out saying she should have been the one that passed. My grandma ran to hug 
her and comfort her while also telling her not to say things like that…



Artist Statement Cont.

Lyric Rodriguez
Two Thirds 
Continued…

…My aunts and my mother quickly gathered around and all held each other while also holding my 
great grandma´s hand. The sounds of their cries almost sounded cult-like. As I watched them, my 
cousin, whom I had made many memories with, and my great-grandma as a child, came to me 
and cried in my arms. It was the first time I had seen her cry or even look sad since we were kids. 
At that moment, I had to build up the courage to let out what I really felt without degrading myself 
for being weak. I managed to let my emotions slip out for a split second and a single tear rolled 
down from my eye…



Artist Statement Cont.

Lyric Rodriguez
Two Thirds 
Continued…

…After that day, I was never the same. It felt like I lost two thirds of myself. The person I was with my 
great-grandma and half of the person I am now. I still have not recovered from that day and I am 
still trying to remember parts of my life with my great-grandma that I have blocked out. The rosary 
in my drawing is the rosary I received at the funeral and I still wear it to this day. The shadows of 
the hands are my great-grandma´s as a way to show that she is watching over me. My guardian 
angel. With my work, I hope to visually communicate the feeling of loss and depression. I want 
people to know that they are not alone and will always matter to at least one person at the end of 
the day.



Hopena 
Ross

Self 
Morph



Artist Statement

Hopena Ross
Liberty High School
Mr. Ganacias
Self Morph
Ceramics

My name is Hopena and I’m 16 years old. One struggle that I have struggled with is loving 
myself physically and I’m familiar with other people who have also been fighting insecurities. 
Although for some people physical confidence comes easy, other people like myself can 
struggle with this, but the great thing is that the process can be hard yet not impossible to 
overcome. During this process people tend to think or be told that they need to change the 
way they look, self morph, in order to be “pretty”...



Artist Statement Cont.

Hopena Ross
Self Morph
Continued…

…However, everyone is beautiful in their own ways as every person is different. The sad thing is 
that people change themselves without believing in the process of finding happiness within 
themselves. I believe that over time, people will learn to love and appreciate their  “flaws” and 
insecurities. In my piece, I wanted to showcase that as people change themselves out of 
unhappiness, it can cause them to lose their true identity. The choice, split decisions, is 
whether the person is going to change their appearance because of unhappiness, learn to 
love themselves for who they truly are, change themselves out of their own happiness, or 
make healthy changes to improve themselves for their own personal growth.





Hopena 
Ross

Sinking 
Sapphire 



Artist Statement

Hopena Ross
Liberty High School
Mr. Ganacias
Sinking Sapphire
Ceramics

My name is Hopena Ross and although I am only 16 years old, I have been through some 
tough struggles. One of those biggest struggles was blocking out the negativity that was 
corrupting my character. At first, I was so naive and innocent that I didn’t recognize what 
people’s negative intentions were and how they were taking advantage of my genuine effort 
and kindness. This was until I became mentally drained and the negativity started to 
contaminate myself and the loved ones around me…



Artist Statement Cont.

Hopena Ross
Sinking Sapphire
Continued…

…In these moments, I felt like a sinking sapphire as my inner spark and strength were dying at 
the same time as my loved ones were being sunk down with me, while the negativity was 
thriving and still breathing. This relates to the theme of split decisions because I had to 
choose between whether I was going to allow the negativity to keep corrupting me or was I 
going to fight back and realize that negativity only consumes you if you let it in. The right 
decision was clear but the fight would not be easy. From this, I learned that life is not meant to 
be easy but is meant to be an ongoing fight for yourself so, in the end, you will emerge 
stronger.





Nadene 
Rowberry

Flipped



Artist Statement

Nadene Rowberry
Arbor View High School
Dana Ziegler
Flipped
Photography

My name is Nadene Rowberry and I am a junior at Arbor View High School. I have been 
in the photography program for 3 years and can not wait to further my education! I have 
chosen to photograph an image of a road that leads up Mount Charleston in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. I flipped half of the image and made it black and white to represent that there are 
always going to be two different sides of things. One who sees the image in color differs from 
someone who sees it in B&W. I believe that it all depends on how you take things in life and 
what decisions you tend to make. 





Tiffany 
Salazar 

Elias

Your Time 
Will Come 

Soon



Artist Statement

Tiffany Salazar Elias
Del Sol Academy
Dave Heide
Your Time Will Come Soon
acrylic on cardboard

The purpose of this piece is to show the fighters’ blood on their bodies that proves to the 
people watching them that it takes a lot of courage, time, training, and blood.





Llana 
Ashant 
Santoyo

Resilience



Artist Statement

Llana Ashant Santoyo
Liberty High School
Jaime Giger
Resilience 
Drawing ( graphite on white sulphite paper)

I am a 9th grade student  in Art I. For my texture drawing assignment I decided to create a 
tree. I used a pencil as my drawing tool to fill in all the value and details of the branches and 
bark. 



Logyn 
Schroder

Joy Ride



Artist Statement

Logyn Schroder
Liberty High School
Pavesich
Joy ride
Photography

My name is Logyn schroder I am a sophomore at Liberty High School. My goal with this 
photo was to express nature in a way to where people wanted to go out. People are always in 
the room or house watching tv and playing video game. Instead they could be going out into 
nature and live the way god intended us to live. I believe that with people going outside and 
showing there kids what is really out there will bring more knowledge into our lives and make 
smarter people in the future.



Samantha 
Seed

Bystander’s 
Eye



Artist Statement

Samantha Seed 
Liberty High School 
Chrissy Pavesich 
Bystander’s Eye 
Photography 

I am a current sophomore and I’ve always had a passion for photography. I was actually on 
vacation when I shot this, my cousins, brother, and I were walking to the gas station to get 
snacks and had to cross over the freeway. I stopped to take a picture and they were all like 
“why are you stopping”. I saw the cars moving and decided it would be really cool to take a 
shot with the fence. I chose this image because it looked really cool and it also tells a 
different story for each person, what car do they drive? Where are they going? Why are they 
going there?  





Ashah 
Silva

Floundered



Artist Statement

Ashah Silva
Foothill High School
Sarah Eames
Floundered
Watercolor, tempera, micron pen on paper

This piece represents my struggle as a child of two different ethnicities not meeting the 
standards of cultures, looks and stereotypes. Struggling to follow certain expectations to fall 
into being half Mexican, half black. Not growing up with the ability to speak Spanish, being 
far away from my Mexican family and feeling disconnected from my ethnic roots/ traditions 
made me feel left out. Growing up with an absent father made me struggle to fit in with other 
African American students, following their music, looks, accents etc. The constant struggle of 
having to decide which category I fall into when it comes to my different ethnicities.





Cheyden 
Silva-Villaro

The Court’s 
Queen



Artist Statement

Cheyden Silva-Villaro
Liberty High School
Christine Pavesich
The Court’s Queen
Photography 

My name is Cheyden and I'm a student at Liberty High School. I am a photographer and 
an athlete. If I'm not playing sports at that time I would just go out and shoot some pictures 
for my friends and the school. My project is about basketball because I love playing 
basketball and taking pictures for basketball is fun because you get to see a whole story 
when your taking pictures…



Artist Statement Cont.

Cheyden Silva-Villaro
The Court’s Queen
Continued…

…I picked a basketball theme because I love taking pictures of sports and wanted to create 
something fun and wanted to show people how you can create your story and choose who 
you want to be and not what you want to be. And this project is named “The Court’s Queen”, 
because many people don't watch women's basketball and my project is about that anyone 
can play basketball dont let anyone pick your path or your story, create your character.



Yaretzi 
Silverio

Evolving 



Artist Statement

Yaretzi Silverio
Las Vegas Academy
K.Mabel
Evolving

The inspiration for this artwork is my memory about a courageous moment 
when I was younger, had to adapt to a new environment, and go outside of the 
comfort zone I was so used to. My composition is composed of contrasting 
values that separate the very pigmented shadow from the hands and picture…



Artist Statement Cont.

Yaretzi Silverio
Evolving
Continued…

…I also included a variety of textures adding to the atmosphere and giving it 
“flavor”. I have illustrated a moment which depicts the start of a new era in my life. 
The photo I’m holding was actually one of the two photos I would carry around with 
me when I first started elementary school. I was a really shy and awkward kid and 
didn’t really want to leave the safety I felt with my parents so their solution was to 
give me a picture to hold to feel as if they were always with me. As for the shadow, 
the butterfly represents “evolution” or “change” which to me symbolizes growing up. 
With my work, I hope to visually communicate a sense of growing into a new 
persona and evolving.





Nadiya 
Simmons

Decisions



Artist Statement

Nadiya Simmons
Shadow Ridge 
Mr. McConnell
Decisions 
Photography 

I've always loved art and photography has been one of the many ways I express my creativity. 
This piece in particular I've connected with, due to the fact that I am very indecisive. My 
photograph represents the struggle of prioritizing. Sometimes as students it is hard to pick 
over doing our school work and being on our phone. Putting the book and the phone on 
either sides of my model show this struggle.





Elizabeth 
Skarlatos

Double 
Sided



Artist Statement

Elizabeth Skarlatos
Las Vegas Academy
Kelly Mabel 
Double Sided
Cardboard, white acrylic paint, graphite, digital photo

I created this artwork because I wanted to show the duality between one person and their 
own mental conflictions. I wanted to show a paranoid-like ‘split’ of one person (me, the two 
blonde people). The split person is meant to convey the same feeling as an unknown 
entity/monster would. I often struggle to make decisions on a daily basis, and wanted to 
convey that frustration in my piece. The identical people constantly pester the main subject 
in the tub, as if they are like the little angel and demon talking in her ears…



Artist Statement Cont.

Elizabeth Skarlatos
Double Sided
Continued…

…I felt the physical piece itself was missing something, and combined a photograph that, to 
me, embodied the tension and division in this artwork. It emphasizes the negative space left 
in the painting, which was perfect as it further emphasizes the feeling of 
overstimulation/being overwhelmed. My composition fits this theme perfectly as it is about 
accentuating those mental and invisible struggles and tensions and how those can divide 
and split someone’s mind. 



Mackenzie 
Tablanza

Sky’s The 
Limit



Artist Statement

Mackenzie Tablanza 
Arbor View High School
Ms. Ziegler 
Sky’s the limit 
Photography 

I’m Mackenzie and I'm a junior in highschool. I’ve been in my school's photography CTE class 
since freshman year. It’s a really enjoyable class and gives us opportunities just like this one. 
My photo is meant to represent the project in a different way. I thought it was interesting how 
planes work and their own decisions of moving and learning to operate them. 





Annie 
Thai

Mirrored 
Self



Artist Statement

Annie Thai
Liberty High School 
Monica James
Mirrored self
Acrylic paint 

Who do I want to be? All throughout my life, I’ve struggled with self identity and worked 
hard to try to figure out what and who I am. Even now, I struggle with my identity and this 
shows through the piece with multiple angles of my face in an illuminated mirror. They all 
exhibit different emotions, I wished to portray: Sadness, confidence, and peace. Every day, I 
toggle on the bright lights coming from the multi-paneled mirror. Every day, I am stuck at a 
crossroads, or “split decision”, trying my hardest to reveal one part of myself to the people 
around me.





Sophia 
Tonemah

Attached



Artist Statement

Sophia Tonemah 
Arbor View High School 
Dana Ziegler 
“Attached”
Photography 

I’m Sophia Tonemah, I thought of split decision as a deciding between love, or a twin flame 
connect. Twin flames are people that are each other half but sometimes they aren’t always 
perfect for each other. This image, titled “Attached”, shows the love of a couple slipping away 
and both of them not wanting to be together but still loving and being attached to each 
other. They do not understand why they need each other. It shows how even if you believe 
something is wrong and it shouldn’t be happening, it could be the best thing for you. 



Rayvin 
Townsel

My Body 
My Choice



Artist Statement

Rayvin Townsel
Las Vegas Academy of Arts 
Kelly Mabel 
My Body My Choice 
Gouache and colored pencil

The inspiration for this artwork symbolizes a relationship between a pomegranate 
representing death and fertility, and the topic of Roe v. Wade. I chose this painting for this 
theme because the topic holds a lot of controversy regarding the split decision of abortion 
rights. This painting emphasizes the vulnerability and struggles that women face. The 
decision of whether is it right, or is it wrong? Many feel entitled to vote on this topic when in 
reality it should be a women's opinion on what they want for their body without fearing 
consequences. 





Adriana 
Valero

Hidden In 
Place



Artist Statement

Adriana Valero
Liberty High School
Monica James
Hidden in Place
Mixed Media

As a student, a writer, and artist, I often find myself in a split decision. This is what inspired me 
to create this work. I decided that it would be a good foundation build one of the two subjects 
in colors of yellows, oranges, and greens. While the other end centered around purples, blues, 
and pinks. While both ended up being striking, as I intended, the idea of allowing hints of blue 
on the left and oranges on the right made it seem like the two “split decisions” were bouncing 
off one another…



Artist Statement Cont.

Adriana Valero
Hidden in Place
Continued…

…The hints of gold bring much more spark to the piece. “Hidden in Place” meaning, while you 
may see someone in a relaxed state, you never know what is happening in their head; if they 
are making a split decision themselves, it’s all hidden in place.



Vhea 
Nor. 

Velayo

Not You



Artist Statement

Vhea Nor. Velayo 
Shadow Ridge High School 
James Counts 
“Not you” 
Photography 

I’m a non-binary, trans person who struggles with defining my own individuality. I’m often 
surrounded by people, who some I look up to, influenced the way I see the world because of 
their pride for who they are that I envied a lot. I created this because it leaves me feeling if I 
should be one of those people who takes pride in who they are, gender wise, or play it safe 
and stick to what society has as a preset, even though it’s not for me.



Jack 
Waite

Melpomene



Artist Statement

Jack Waite
West Career & Technical Academy
Paul Whiteman
Melpomene
Photography and Photoshop

My name is Jack Waite and I currently attend West Career & Technical Academy high school 
in Las Vegas, specializing in the Digital Media strand. For this piece, I wanted to recreate the 
drama faces that are closely related to theater. However, I chose to make this artwork more 
grotesque and horror-like. I did this because I wanted to look more intensely at the sad side 
of those two faces. Melpomene, who is related to that sad side, is referred to as the patron of 
tragedy in Greek religion. Due to this, I decided to make the piece more scary, relating the 
emotion of tragedy and grief to the artwork and Melpomene.





Ryan 
Willson

Lost In 
Design



Artist Statement

Ryan Willson 
West Career & Technical Academy 
Elicia Aslin 
Lost In Design 
Photography, Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop 

Hi, I’m Ryan Willson, a graphic design and photography student at WCTA. I am a Junior and 
have been doing graphics and photography for all three years of high school. I came up with 
the idea for Split Decision in photography class while looking at other students’ designs. I 
started thinking about this idea of different art styles from person to person. Every design 
that was already made looked so different, I thought about how I could convey this notion of 
different art styles…



Artist Statement Cont.

…So I decided to use a photo that I have been wanting to use for a long time and used my 
graphic design skills to do a low-poly portrait of the image. I then reflected the original image 
on the other side of the artboard and blurred them together in the middle. The goal was to 
show the Split Decision between the two art styles, something more design sided, or more 
photography sided. This is something I struggle with, being in both classes and not being 
able to decide whether or not I want to do photography or graphic design when it comes to 
an assignment. I hope this image conveys this well and shows my daily struggle in a way 
many can relate to.

Ryan Willson
Lost in Design
Continued…





Nila 
bYarra

Cost Of 
Happiness



Artist Statement

Nila bYarra
Veterans Tribute CTA
Marc Luu
Cost of Happiness
Color Pencils

I'm an artist who loves creating art that is unique and out of the box. Sometimes I put a lot of 
thoughts into my art and other times I just draw randomly. For this piece I thought about 
what I could do to make use of the very broad theme. It was easy for me to decide what I 
wanted to do but a lot to decide what to actually draw until a friend of mine inspired me…



Artist Statement Cont.

Nila bYarra
Cost of Happiness
Continued…

…The artwork depicts the struggle being transgender in today's society and the struggle 
between wanting to fit in and be accepted by the people around you while also trying to 
accept yourself as who you are, creating a split decision for the person. The purpose is to put 
the struggle into something visible and to evoke a sense of struggle and discord so the 
viewer can understand the message of the peace. In summary, this piece seeks to show the 
split decision there can be for people.



Evelyn 
Zhuang

I Do



Artist Statement

Evelyn Zhuang 
West Career and Technical Academy 
Mr. Whiteman 
I Do 
Digital 

I am Evelyn Zhuang, a senior at WCTA. I have been drawing for the majority of my life, and my 
most used mediums are digital and graphite. I created this work because I wanted to express 
the impulsiveness and the leeway for impulsiveness that is unique to teenagers. This work is a 
depiction of a split decision to marry. The juxtaposition between her wedding veil and casual 
outfit suggests that the marriage was decided on a whim with no preparation. Her outreach 
hand also symbolizes the lure of acting on impulse and making split decisions.
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